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Here, we report cross-scale nonlinear gyrokinetic simulations coupling Alfvén eigenmodes 
(AEs) to microturbulence to characterize the onset of so-called “stiff” transport of energetic 
particles (EPs). In the stiff transport paradigm, strong EP transport from AEs forces the driving 
EP density gradient to stay everywhere at or below a local critical threshold value. This critical 
gradient value is defined at every radial location by a linear threshold condition γAE=γthresh. Such a 
model ignores potentially complicated nonlinear saturation physics in favor of the stiff transport 
hypothesis and linear threshold condition, effectively assuming phase-space island overlap. This 
simplification has led to some initial predictions of the AE-limited alpha profile in ITER [1]. 
Here, we refine the threshold condition γthresh=0 used in Ref. 1 with nonlinear gyrokinetic 
simulations of a validation DIII-D case thought to show stiff AE transport of the energetic beam 
ions [2]. Previous work [3] has suggested γthresh≈γITG, where γITG represents the largest 
microturbulent growth rate at the (low) toroidal mode number corresponding to the AE growth 
rate peak. Local nonlinear GYRO simulations show low intensity saturation below this threshold 
and runaway above it. Saturation appears to occur due to de-correlation of EP trajectories by 
microturbulence. A runaway simulation indicates that only profile flattening, which is prevented 
in a typical local simulation, can saturate the fluctuations. The point of runaway onset is 
therefore identified as the stiff transport critical gradient. This threshold value is reported across 
the radial domain of the examined DIII-D discharge. Limited nonlinear simulations incorporating 
E×B shear are also reported and the extent to which this effect modifies the threshold condition 
evaluated. 
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